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4-Tell Sales Enablement
4-Tell’s Smart CommerceSM Platform allows your sales team to engage customers in highly
personalized, 1:1 communication driving customer loyalty and ultimately increased sales
revenue. Powered by machine learning, our platform unifies omnichannel customer, sales and
shopping behavioral data into comprehensive customer profiles and actionable insights.
In addition, B2B and B2C sales teams gain access to a new channel in which to engage
and collaborate with online shoppers, known as Your Store. Residing on your ecommerce
website, 4-Tell’s innovative Your Store provides customers with real-time product and content
recommendations relevant to their unique shopping behavior and history. Through Your Store,
salespeople, call center agents, customer service reps and ecommerce teams are able to start
a conversation with a customer through personalized product boards. Customers can then give
feedback establishing a stronger relationship.

Overview
The Smart CommerceSM Platform consists of 5 high-level functions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Insights - Review Google Analytics metrics to measure 4-Tell’s onsite impact
Collaboration - Build and manage personalized product boards
Customers - Learn from browsing behavior & purchase history
Products - Analyze product performance data
Controls - Optimize 4-Tell’s technology

Together these functions help businesses to Identify, Learn and Engage their customers.
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Identify
4-Tell’s ‘Customers’ tab identifies and segments customers based on real-time shopping
trends and behaviors:
•
•
•
•

Top Spenders
Highest AOV
Buying Less, YOY
Viewed Didn’t Buy

•
•
•

Inactive Buyers
Has Items in Cart
Has Wish Lists

Follow your best customers, using the Activity Feed, for live updates on their real-time
shopping activity. Additionally, the Activity Feed can be integrated into your Salesforce
dashboard enabling an even more seamless sales process.
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Learn
For more personalized 1:1 collaboration, drill-down to individual comprehensive profiles.
View a snapshot of purchase history and navigate through real-time click patterns and
shopping behavior in categories like Viewed, Wish List, Cart and Purchased.

Need inspiration? Quickly research products to suggest using our Enhanced Search tab, or
let our Virtual Assistant automatically recommend products based on customer behavior and
preferences.
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Engage Customers
4-Tell allows sales teams, in-store sales associates and customer service agents to
join the digital conversation by engaging with customers through personalized product
boards in the Your Store microsite on your ecommerce website.

Your Store microsite
Personalized product boards can
be built for a single customer to
enhance 1:1 collaboration or a group
of customers who show similar
interests. Products are pinned in the
Smart CommerceSM Platform, then
curated into a board and published
to the Your Store microsite within
your ecommerce site. A link to the
board can be shared with customers
via SMS, chat or email. While in ‘Your
Store,’ customers also have access
to product recommendations from
the Virtual Assistant, their activity,
and purchase history.

4-Tell is an innovator in omnichannel personalization technology striving to help brands build long-term
customer relationships while ultimately increasing revenue. 4-Tell offers B2B & B2C retailers real-time
product recommendations, enhanced site search, comprehensive data collection & analytics, and our
proprietary ‘Your Store’ microsite with personalized product board functionality.
Info@4-Tell.com
503.746.9070

